ISSUES FOR GUILD CHAPTERS AS LEGAL ENTITIES

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS:

How to Live as a 501(c)(4)
General summary from Beth’s law firm of legal issues for starting and operating a 501(c)(4) nonprofit corporation.

How to Live with 501(c)(3) Status
General summary from Beth’s law firm of legal issues for starting and operating a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation.

Assisting Small Organizations
Overview of tax issues for tax-exempt organizations. Written for an ABA publication. More detail than you likely need, but potentially useful information.

Legal Issues in Mutual Aid Operations
Thoughtful discussion of legal concerns facing mutual aid organizations including questions about governance, incorporation, and tax exemption that Guild chapters may find helpful. Written for a general audience.

The New Activist Non-Profits: Four Models Breaking from the Non-Profit Industrial Complex
Law journal article examining different models of governance that push back against the hierarchical presumptions of nonprofit corporate law.

The ABCs of 501(c)(4)s
Article published by the Justice and Diversity Center of the Bar Association of San Francisco. Mostly intended for 501(c)(3) organizations or their advisors considering creating a sister 501(c)(4), but also has an overview of rules governing advocacy by different types of nonprofits.